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Working on the project

Did you feel confortable? 
Why?

The family was very kind; People was very kind; People are very kind; 
I felt confortable because evrybody were kind with me; a lot of nice 
people and good work atmosphere; Nice people and good 
atmosphere; Good sleeping; the family and the mates were the best; 
People are good; Good people;, great atmosphere; 

Did you feel involved in the 
project? Why?

People involved me in most of their projects;  I took part at every 
projects. They involved me to participate; We were working 
toghether like team; It is interesting and great;  all the people were 
with me; We participate at all; It was interesting; 

Were my ideas taken into 
account? Why?

 Hope so!; We were listened and the people did the things that we 
want; I love Comenius because is so fun!; 

Participation

My work during the work-
session was: 3,4/4 (8,5) 
Why?

It was very originaly and we work hard before the trip;  We worked 
hard before coming here, I worked on each part of our presentation; 
I participated quite good; I feel shy; 

Other students' work 
during the work session 
was: 3,6/4 (9) Why?

Their works were funny and interesting;  Their work was excellent 
and funny; They were also working hard; they were funny; they were 
the best; They work a lot; 

Teachers' attitude to work 
was: 3,53/4 (8,83) Why?

They watched our work and I think they liked it; they did their job; 
Someimes the exercise was boring; they helped in everything; It was 
friendly

GE NE RAL  AS PE CTS /4 /10

Planning 3,75 9,38

S chedule 3,31 8,28

Quality  of the information g iven 3,31 8,28

Amount of the information g iven 3,50 8,75

Information in time 3,50 8,75

Free time 3,56 8,91

Communication system 3,25 8,13

E xcursions 3,69 9,22

Host Families Hospitality 3,94 9,84

Food provided 3,38 8,44

E ntertainment 3,75 9,38

Atmosphere 3,81 9,53

S chool Hospitality 3,81 9,53

Food provided 3,06 7,66

E ntertainment 3,44 8,59

Atmosphere 3,63 9,06

General org anization of 
the meeting
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Teachers' attitude to 
students was 3,73/4 (9,33) 
Why?

They were very polite;   They were polite and they were ready to 
listen to us; They were really nice to us; they were nice; They listened 
to us a lot; They are nice; 

How could it be improved? We could walk less;  Whole time we were talking about recycling 
rubbish but there were no recycling bins during session. So we didn't 
have oportunity to recycle. It was enough to have a box for paper; I 
think it is a good idea that every meeting has another students, 
because all week is just about introducing, not about really work. I 
can be great if you join students in same age; With more free time; I 
think it was a paradox that in this project session weren't been 
recycling bins; Maybe the same age of the pupils.

Additional comments  I enjoyed a lot, I liked Poland and it was a beautiful experience 
because I Knew new people and traditional things of Poland; I liked 
this experience. I enjoyed a lot and I learnt some traditional things. I 
had some difficulties to communicate to the family that hosted me; 
There were young people thinking about problems from more adult 
view; It was a nice week; I like this progranme a lot; 


